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Abstract Recently, it has been a matter of great importance to publish the mul
timedia data objects stored in various information sources. The World 
Wide Web is often used as publication media. In such context, a cru
cial point is how to present the results of the set-at-a-time operation 
(querying and restructuring of data in underlying information sources). 
Frameworks to specify how to query and restructure data are usually 
different from those to specify the presentation of the results in existing 
systems. This paper proposes a visual user interface which amalga
mates authoring, querying, and restructuring functions for multimedia 
Web view construction. The user is only required to drag and drop data 
objects, just like in typical authoring tools for HTML and SMIL pages. 
A feature of our user interface is that the user can designate an exist
ing data object as an example, which will serve as the representative 
of a set of data objects. Manipulation of an example is interpreted as 
manipulation of the set of data objects. Therefore, the object-at-a-time 
authoring framework and the set-at-a-time data manipulation (querying 
and restructuring) framework are integrated in a seamless way. Another 
feature is that the interface can cope with semistructured data, which 
often appear in the context of multimedia view construction. This pa
per also provides the formal semantics of data operations through the 
visual user interface. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, it has been a matter of great importance to publish the data objects 

stored in various information sources. The World Wide Web is often used as publica
tion media. The data objects often include not only numerical and text objects, but 
also multimedia objects such as image, audio, and video objects. Many systems have 
been proposed in the literature, and a large number of systems are currently used in 
practice. For example, Web-site management systems such as Strudel (Fernandez et 
al., 1998) can create different Web views on top of heterogeneous information sources. 
The information sources can be traditional databases and existing Web pages con
taining multimedia objects. Practical examples are many tools for Web application 
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development. One of their main functions is to show the query result of back-end 
databases in the form of Web pages. 

In such systems, a crucial point is the presentation of the results of the set-at-a-time 
operation (querying and restructuring of data in underlying information sources). The 
user is usually required to adopt different schemes to query and restructure data and to 
present the result. For example, Strudel requires the user to use StruQL for querying 
and restructuring data, while the HTML template language is used for specifying 
how to present the result. Also, typical Web application development environments 
require the user to use SQL for querying and offer visual tools for designing the layout 
of the result. 

This paper proposes a visual user interface which amalgamates authoring, query
ing, and restructuring functions for multimedia presentation. In our context, con
struction of multimedia presentation means creation of Web views, involving HTML 
and SMIL(W3C, 1998)-based multimedia Web documents, on top of heterogeneous 
information sources. The interface looks like just a common authoring tool for HTML 
and SMIL documents: The user is only required to drag and drop data objects pre
sented in windowsjnto a blank window named the canvas. He can put data objects 
anywhere he likes, and specify their sizes with mouse operations. As a feature, our 
interface allows the user to designate an existing data object as an example. Then, 
the data object (the example) serves as the representative of a set of data objects. A 
drag-and-drop operation of the example is interpreted as manipulation of the set of 
data objects. Therefore, the object-at-a-time authoring framework and the set-at-a
time data manipulation (querying and restructuring) framework are integrated in a 
seamless way. 

Another important feature of our user interface is that it can cope with semistruc
tured data (Abiteboul, 1997)(Buneman, 1997). This feature is important in multime
dia integration and presentation. Multimedia objects are often stored and managed 
in the World Wide Web, which is a well-known example of semistructured data. Be
cause the data structure is often irregular and implicit in semistructured data, the 
domain of the objects an example represents cannot be fixed in advance. In contrast 
to this, the domains are fixed in advance in QBE (Zloof, 1977) and other QBE-like 
query languages for relational databases. In our framework, the domain is defined 
dynamically according to the user's interaction with the user interface. By specifying 
'another' examples, the user allows the interface to infer the intended domain. This 
feature is essential for operation of semistructured data. 

The visual user interface is originally designed for an information integration sys
tem Info Weaver, which we have been developing for heterogeneous information inte
gration (Kitagawa et al., 2000) (Morishima et al., 1999(b)) (Morishima et al., 2000(a)). 
Although the fundamental design of the interface is independent of InfoWeaver, In
fo Weaver provides one of typical contexts where our user interfaces is useful. Figure 
1 shows the architecture of InfoWeaver. The mediator (Wiederhold, 1992) and wrap
pers (Roth et aI, 1997) are used for integration. The wrappers provide the mediator 
with views on top of information sources (based on WebNR/SD, the common data 
model in our environment). The user manipulates data through the mediator . 

..................................... 

:\V~bNR)sD: ................. 

Figure 1 Integration environment Info Weaver. 
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The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 

1 We propose a visual user interface for constructing multimedia presentation 
on top of information sources. It amalgamates the object-at-a-time authoring 
operation and the set-at-a-time querying and restructuring operations. 

2 The information sources can be heterogeneous information sources involving 
semistructured data. Through the interaction with the user, the system infers 
the target data objects. 

3 We present the formal semantics of the data operations through the visual user 
interface. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows an application 
scenario. Section 3 explains the basic concepts for the visual user interface design. 
Section 4 shows how to construct the multimedia Web view through the visual user 
interface. Section 5 explains the formal semantics. Section 6 briefly surveys related 
work. Section 7 is the conclusion. 

2. APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
This section shows an example of multimedia Web view construction. The infor

mation sources include RDBs and XML-based Web pages. The output is a collection 
of HTML and SMIL Web pages. First, we show the example scenario. Then, we 
explain how to use SMIL for multimedia presentation. 

2.1. EXAMPLE SCENARIO 
We consider two relational databases and the Web as information sources. (1) A 

baseball game video database: This is a relational database which contains video (Real
Media (ReaINetworks, Inc.)) objects and their metadata. The video objects and their 
metadata are stored in the relation VIDEO(VID, GID, Begin, End, Batter, Pitcher, 
Contents). VID is a Video ID. The domain of the attribute Contents is an ADT for 
RealMedia, named VIDEO type. The other attributes GID, Begin, End, Batter, and 
Pitcher represent metadata on the Contents. The meaning of the relation VIDEO is 
that each VIDEO value in Contents records a scene starting from the Begin time to 
the End time of a game (represented by GID), where Batter and Pitcher are facing 
each other. (2) A baseball statistics database: This is a relational database which 
maintains the latest statistics about baseball players. This database contains the 
relation BATTING-STATS(P-Name, Hit, RBI, AVG) (3) A baseball players' profile 
Web site: This site contains the profile information of baseball players. The Web-site 
structure is shown in Figure 2(a). The index page contains links to baseball team 
pages. Each team page contains the team logo (as a reference to a GIF format file) 
and links to player pages. Each player page contains the profile data. We also assume 
that the pages on the site are written in XML and that there are two variations in 
the structure of the team pages. Figure 3 shows the two variations in page structure. 
One has flat structure, while the other groups players into categories. 

The requirement here is to create a multimedia Web view on top of the above 
information sources. A SMIL Web page is constructed for each player whose batting 
average is more than 0.3 for the current season. It is a multimedia page (Figure 2(b)), 
which consists of three different kinds of components: (1) A sequential rendering of 
scenes (video objects) in which he is at bat. (2) The logo of the team he belongs to. 
(3) Text description of his profile. 

An index HTML page is also created (Figure 2(c)). It contains an image ob
ject (,GoodBatters'), the selected players' names, batting averages, and links to the 
players' multimedia pages. 
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Figure 2 Multimedia Web view on top of heterogeneous information sources. 

<team> 
<tname>Tigers</tname> 
<logo><img src="TigersLogo.gif"/></logo> 
<players> 

<player ppage=''http:// . . ''>Johnson</player> 
<player ppage=''http:// .. ">Thomas</player> 

</players> 
<team> 

<team> 
<tname>Giants</tname> 
<logo><img src="GiantsLogo.gif"/></logo> 
<players> 

<fielders> 
<player ppage=''http:// . . ''>Larry</player> 

</fielders> 
<pitchers> 

<player ppage=''http:// . . ">Brian</player> 

</pitchers> 
</players> 

<Iteam> 
(a) Team page of Tigers (b)Team page of Giants 

Figure 3 Team page variations. 

2.2. SMIL 
SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) can represent integrated 

multimedia contents as XML-based tagged text. Figure 4 is a part of a SMIL page, 
that represents a multimedia page explained in Subsection 2.1. 

<smil> 

<body> 
<par> 

<seq> 
<video src="Scene_Jl.rm" region="Rl"/> 
<video src="Scene_J2.rm" region="Rl l1 /> 

</seq> 
<img src="TigersLogo.gif" region="R2"/> 
<textstream src=IIProfileJ.rtli region=IIR3"/> 

</par> 
</body> 

</smil> 
Figure 4 Part of a SMIL page. 

This example contains two videos, one image, and one textstream. The <video/>, 
<img/>, and <textstream/> tags l represent references to the video , image, and 
textstream objects, respectively. These tags have the following attributes. The src 
attribute represents the URL of the referenced data object. The region attribute rep
resents the region where the data object is rendered. (The layout (region) definition 
is omitted in Figure 4.) 
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Tags <seq> and <par> give synchronization information. The multimedia objects 

directly surrounded by the <seq> tag are presented in a sequential way. On the other 
hand, the <par> tag specifies that objects are presented in parallel. Therefore, the 
example SMIL page specifies that the multimedia presentation shows in parallel a 
sequence of two scenes (video objects), an image object, and a textstream object. 

3. BASIC CONCEPTS 
This section explains the basic concepts involved in the visual user interface design. 

Formal definitions are given in Section 5. 

3.1. WINDOWS 
The interface consists of three types of windows. 

(a DataBox3:BS BATTING-STATS) b OalaBox4:VD VIDEO c DataBoxl:TP TeamPa (d DataBoX2:PP Pia erPa e 

Name! RDS"SATTING-ST 

Next..>f:!evio~ 

P-Narne: I Johnson 

Hit: '80 

RBI: 79 

AVG: 0.304 

Namej VideoDB:VIDEO Name:1 
Next~evlo~ Next~evio~ 

VID: , 
Tigers 

GIO: 

Begin: I 0;00;05 CD 
End: 0:40:05 

Batter: Johnson • Johnson 

Pilcher: I Mike • Thomas 

Content, ~, I 

Figure 5 DataBoxes. 

Name: I 
Next~evjo~ 

Johnson 
ccorofile -:-c:---;-,.,.,-, 
~: ;raduated from~ 

Image Unk Listltem HorizontalRule 

I Goo<IBaU9N; I~ • 

Figure 6 Palette. 

DataBox: A DataBox is used to display a set of data items stored in an information 
source. Figure 5 shows example DataBoxes. The DataBoxes (a) and (b) are used 
to display relations in relational databases. In this case, each DataBox is connected 
to a relation, and the display unit is a tuple. The user can click the Next and 
Previous buttons to browse other tuples in the relation. The relation to be displayed 
is designated by using the Open menu of the DataBox. The DataBoxes (c) and (d) 
are used to display Web pages. In this case, each DataBox is associated with one or 
more Web pages. The display unit is a Web page. The Web page(s) to be displayed 
is designated either by specifying a URL or by using a mechanism to gather Web 
pages. This paper assumes that we can gather Web pages using some mechanism. 
We reported a page gathering mechanism via browsing and querying in (Morishima 
et al., 1999(a)). Also, Web query languages such as WebSQL (Mendelzon et al., 1996) 
can be used for this purpose. But we omit the details because it is beyond the scope 
of this paper. A DataBox displays a unit of data items (a tuple or a Web page) at a 
time. In the remaining part of this paper, we call a display unit in a DataBox just a 
page. 
Palette: A Palette is a window which provides various component data objects to be 
included in the data manipulation result. Figure 6 is an example of a Palette. The 
palette contains an image object, a hypertext link object, a dot object to represent a 
list item, a horizontal rule object, and so on. 
Canvas: The Canvas is a blank window into which the user can drag-and-drop data 
objects from DataBoxes and Palettes. The user can put data objects anywhere he 
likes, and specify their sizes with mouse operations. 

3.2. OBJECTS 
In our context, an object is the unit of drag-and-drop operation. For example, an 

element (a substring which is surrounded by <g> and </g> tags) contained in a Web 
page and an attribute value in a relation are objects. 
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3.3. 
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DRAG-AND-DROP 
Drag-and-drop is the basic operation of this interface. By dragging-and-dropping 

objects from DataBoxes and Palettes into the Canvas, the user can construct various 
multimedia Web views on top of heterogeneous information sources. (See Figure 7.) In 
Figures 7""12, multiple pages are shown simultaneously in a DataBox for explanatory 
purposes. Actually, the user has to press Next and Previous buttons to see them. 

Canvas Result 

a 
John 0.304 

Figure 7 Drag-and-Drop operation and the result. 

3.4. EXAMPLES 
Introduction of the concept of examples into a drag-and-drop-based page authoring 

framework is the distinguishing feature of our user interface design. The user can 
designate an object as an example by clicking a mouse button on the object. (We 
explain this in Section 4.) We call the object specified as an example an example object, 
or shortly, an example. A drag-and-drop operation of an example is interpreted as 
manipulation of a set of objects the example represents. Therefore, the object-at
a-time authoring framework and the set-at-a-time data manipulation (querying and 
restructuring) framework are integrated in a seamless way. 

3.5. TARGET SETS 
A set of objects an example represents is called the target set of the example. As 

a default, the target set is defined as the set of objects each of which appears at the 
same position on a page as the example object. Manipulation of an example means 
manipulation of objects in its target set (Figure 8). 

Result 

El-·'~ 
Example Target Set of the Example 

Figure 8 Manipulation of an example and the result. 

3.6. ASSOCIATIONS 
When the user specifies multiple examples (and their target sets), it is often the 

case that associations occur among the target sets. Two types of associations are 
considered in this interface design. The first one is the structural association (S
Association). This occurs according to a structural relationship (relative position) 
between two examples. For example, if two examples are on the same page, it implies 
an S-Association that objects taken from their target sets must reside on the same 
page. (Actually, S-Association can have more general meaning. We explain this in 
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Section 5.) The second one is the value association (V-Association). This occurs if 
values of example objects are the same. If any association occurs among the target 
sets, only some combinations of objects are qualified to be manipulated. Note that 
an association serves as a kind of join condition. 

For example, suppose that the user wants to change the page layout in the DataBox 
in Figure 8 so that the name and the batting average appear side by side. If the 
user takes example objects as in Figure 9, the system considers that there is no S
Association between the two target sets. Therefore, all combinations of the objects 
appear in the result. In contrast, if he takes examples as in Figure 10, S-Association 
occurs and he gets the intended result. 

Then, suppose that we have two DataBoxes as shown in Figure 11, and that the 
user wants the pages each of which contains a player's name, his team name, and his 
batting average. If he takes example objects as in Figure 11, there is no V-Association. 
However, if he takes examples as in Figure 12, V-Association occurs and he gets the 
intended result. 

We explain the formal semantics in Section 5. 

DataBox: Canvas Result 

©?0 Thomas A 

0304 @ B 

,:' 
.< 

•.. ~@ 
..... ' .. : •. 

B Thomas 0.304 

Figure 9 No S-Association between target sets A and B. 

pataB~x Result 

~h:;> Thomas )A 

( .. -Association 
B .~ 0.254 

Figure 10 S-Association between two target sets A and B. 
(Only the pair of the objects on the same page are considered.) 

DataBox. 1 Canvas Result 

A 

,~~ Larry ) 
S-ASSl' i tion .. 1=1. 

~g~ Giants T 

John 

Tigers 

0315 

Larry 

Giants 

0.315 

DataBDX 2 
John Larry 

c 
I (JOhn •• cra~ Tigers Giants 

S-Asso i i 

1~304 @J'o 
on 

0304 0304 

Figure 11 No V-Association. 
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DataBox I Result 

A 

<~lh~ Larry ) 

( 

:: S-AsS( '\ tion " 

) ~ Giants) 

V -~SSOCia;i;l~ . DataBox 2 

.• ,~Oh~ Larry ) 

John 

Tigers 

0304 

< '~-AsS( J' Ion ,0 

.•. ~ 0.315 J 
Figure 12 V-Association between target sets A and C. 
(Only objects with the same value match each other.) 

4. OPERATION 

Larry 

Giants 

0315 

This section explains how to manipulate data through this user interface, and gives 
specifications for the example scenario shown in Section 2. 

4.1. EXAMPLES AND TARGET SETS 
If the user clicks the right mouse button on an object in a DataBox, a menu 

appears (Figure 13). Selecting the "Example" menu item specifies that the object is 
an example. At first, the system assigns a default target set to the example object. 
It is the set of objects each of which resides at the same position on a page as the 
example. For example, in Figure 13, the target set would be the set of the P-Name 
values in Relation BATTING-STATS. The "Another" and "Clue" menu items are 
used to modify the target set. 

Example objects are always highlighted in DataBoxes. If the user clicks the left 
mouse button on an example object, objects in its target set are also highlighted. 
Therefore, the user can identify non-example objects, example objects, and their 
target sets anytime. 

The following regular expression shows the operation procedure through our user 
interface. 

( 'Example' (,Another' I 'Clue')* I 'D&D' )* 

Here, 'Example,' 'Another,' and 'Clue' mean selections of respective menu items on 
an object. The 'D&D' means Drag-and-Drop operation. We call them 'Example,' 
'Another,' 'Clue,' and 'D&D' operations, respectively. Intuitively, the user interface 
allows any combinations of the following operation patterns. 

• To specify that an object is an example, and accept the target set. 

• To specify that an object is an example, and change the default target set by 
successive 'Another' and 'Clue' operations. 

• To drag and drop an non-example object (an object which the user has not 
specified as an example or one in a Palette), and arrange it on the Canvas. 

• To drag and drop an example object, and arrange it on the Canvas. 
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Figure 13 Menu to specify examples and 
target sets. 

P-Name: I Johnson 

Hit: 

RBI: 

AVG: 

Figure 14 ClueBox. 

If 'Another' operation is performed after 'Example' operation, the target set of 
the example is extended to include the 'Another' object. Intuitively, the system tries 
to generalize the relationship between the position of the example and that of the 
'Another' object, and includes objects which have the generalized relationship with 
the example into the target set. (We show the rules in Subsection 5.2.) 

If 'Clue' operation is performed after 'Example' operation, the system narrows 
the target set. First, the ClueBox appears on the display (Figure 14). The user 
can change the shown condition into another one. For example, he can change the 
condition "= 0.304" into "> 0.3." In general, 'Clue' operation makes the target set 
contain only the objects Oi each of which satisfies all the following conditions. 

• Oi is included in the original target set. 

• 0i has a corresponding object Ci such that they have the same relative position 
as the example object and the 'Clue' object have. (In the above example, Ci is 
the batting average of each player.) 

• Ci satisfies the condition specified in the ClueBox. (In the example, the batting 
average value has to be more than 0.3) 

Therefore, in the example, the target set is narrowed to contain only the players 
whose batting averages are more than 0.3. 

4.2. ASSOCIATIONS 
As mentioned in Subsection 3.6, S-Association occurs according to the structural 

relationship (relative position) between two example objects. V-Association occurs if 
two example objects have the same value. 

4.3. GROUPING 
By default, one result page is generated for each (qualified) combination of objects 

(See Figures 9~12). This rule can be changed by putting the repetition mark (*) at 
the appropriate position on the Canvas. Essentially, it works as Nest operator of the 
nested relational algebra (Fischer, 1983). The following subsection includes examples 
of grouping. 

4.4. OPERATIONS FOR THE EXAMPLE 
SCENARIO 

Figure 15 illustrates specification to obtain the required result of the example 
scenario given in Section 2. We assume here that DataBoxes TP, PP, BS, and VD 
contain all the team pages, all the player pages, Relation BATTING-STATS, and 
Relation VIDEO, respectively. We show the operation sequence. 
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(1) Open the Canvas and declare the construction of an HTML page. (Then, the 
system opens a space for the HTML page on the Canvas.) 

(2) D&D the image 'Good Batters' from the Palette into the Canvas. 

(3) D&D the 'Listltem' object from the Palette into the Canvas. 

(4) Specify that 'Johnson' in TP is an example. The default target set includes 
those players who appear first in the player list of each team page having 
the structure shown in Figure 3(a). Next, specify that 'Thomas' in TP is 
an 'Another' object. Then, press the Next button of the DataBox TP to 
find the team page of Giants, and specify that 'Larry' on the Giants' page 
is an 'Another' object. (Alternatively, you can use another page which has 
the structure shown Figure 3(b).) The system uses rules to generalize the 
relationship between positions of 'Johnson,' 'Thomas,' and 'Larry,' so that the 
target set of this example is extended to include all players of all teams. 

(5) D&D the "Johnson" from TP into the Canvas. 

Figure 15 Specification for the example scenario. 

(6) Put a repetition mark (*) on the list item object. As a result, all the players 
are listed in this page. Otherwise, a new page is produced for each player. 

(7) Specify that 'Johnson' objects in PP and VD are examples. Note that the 
three target sets of 'Johnson' objects in TP, PP, and VD have V-Association. 
Therefore, this specifies equality joins between their target sets. 

(8) Specify that' Johnson' in BS is an example. (Its target set also has V-Association 
with the above three target sets.) Then, specify that '0.304' in BS is a clue 
of the example. Rewrite the condition in the ClueBox and make it '> 0.3' so 
that the target set of the example 'Johnson' in BS includes only players with 
their batting averages over 0.3. 
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(9) Specify that '0.304' in BS is an example. D&D it from BS into the Canvas. 

(10) Declare the construction of a SMIL page. The system opens a space for the 
SMIL page on the Canvas. 

(11) D&D the HypertextLink object from the Palette into the Canvas. Connect it 
to the SMIL page. 

(12) Specify that ,1-f-J1 1, in VD is an example. D&D it into the Canvas. 

(13) Put the repetition mark (*) on the dropped ,I ~II, object . As a result, the scenes 
(video objects) of a player are rendered sequentially as one video. Otherwise, 
a SMIL page is produced for each scene. 

(14) Specify that ,0, in TP is an example. D&D it into the Canvas. 

(15) Specify that the profile in PP is an example. D&D it into the Canvas. 

(16) Press the 'Create' button on the Canvas. 

Figure 16 is a screen shot of the prototype system under development where the 
user is doing the example scenario operations. 

Figure 16 A screen shot from the prototype. 

5. SEMANTICS 
This section gives the formal semantics for the user interface in terms of the pred

icate logic and the nested relational algebra (Fischer, 1983) . The formal semantics 
defines the behavior of the user interface more precisely. Therefore, it is not only of 
use for theoretical analyses, but it also makes the proposed scheme to be more easily 
applicable to various contexts, such as semistructured databases and CGI-based Web 
page generators. 

We define the formal semantics in the following three steps. 

1 We express the source data as an object tree. 

2 We derive the target relation according to the user's interaction. The target 
relation represents target sets and the associations among objects in the target 
sets. 

3 We restructure the relation into a nested relation which reflects the grouping 
structure specified by repetition marks on the Canvas . This nested relation 
specifies the final result. 
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5.1. 
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DATA MODELING 
We represent the source data as an object tree. The tree in Figure 17 represents 

a part of the source data in the example scenario shown in Section 2. 

/ . ~ ... )~ ~~~ .. 
~,~~~~~~2 P7\>O, /1~ A 

(ProfileJ) (Soan&_Jl) 

LOGO/j\P tRS1 ·G.",· LOGO 'PLA~S' NerE 'PRO>'LE' P~E' HIT, RBI'.,' VIO' DID' BEGIN ~N"'NT' / ! 'Jo/mson'f:~~~~al8~'J~on' 'I~O' 7~' ·0,304,!1. .?, 'O:QlJc;S"O:4~s"Jo~nson' '£ke' VI~EO 

'Tl\lers<J:O.g/LA~.'PLA@2 ··:GiantsL.ogo.gjf' 
IMG 1 EM 1 FIELDXS 1 PITC~S1 

'Johnson' 'Thomas' 

PLAYE~ ••• P~n~·' •• 

. """. 
Figure 17 Tree representation of the source data. 

Every node is annotated with a label, which consists of a label name and a label 
number. (We omit the root label for simplicity.) The followings are some remarks. 
(1) Subtrees whose roots are second level nodes (children of the root) correspond to 
DataBoxes. They have labels in the form of 'DB. 1,' where DB is the name of the 
corresponding DataBox. Subtrees whose roots are third level nodes correspond to 
pages. They are labeled with 'PAGE.i.' (2) A subtree whose root is a fourth level 
node represents an XML page or a tuple of a relation. (3) The label number of a node 
is 1 if none of its sibling nodes has the same label name. Otherwise, label numbers 
are sequentially assigned to sibling nodes with the same label name. (4) We refer 
to the nodes of the tree as objects and tag them with OIDs. In Figure 17, some 
OIDs are explicitly presented in the form of &n for the convenience of the following 
explanation. (5) Note that this is semistructured data. There are two kinds of team 
pages whose structure is different. A PLAYER may be a direct child of a PLAYERS 
element or be placed under other elements such as FIELDERS and PITCHERS. 

In the following discussion, path(a) and value(a) denote the path from the root to 
the object a and the value of a, respectively. For example, path(&12) =TP.I-tPAGE.l 
-tTEAM.I -tPLAYERS.l-tPLAYER.l, and value(&12) = "Johnson." We often 
reference an object by its value if there is no ambiguity. 

5.2. TARGET SETS 
Each example object has a corresponding target set. Given an example e, its target 

set (denoted by TSe) is defined as follows. 

Case 1: If no 'Clue' operation has been invoked for e, 

TSe = {ala E 01\ Candidate-Prede(a)}, 

where 0 is the set of all the objects in the object tree, and Candidate-Prede(a) is 
a candidate predicate incorporating a path expression. A path expression is simi
lar to a path but may contain wildcards. Candidate-Prede(a) holds if and only if 
path( a) conforms to the path expression. The candidate predicate is determined by 
the 'Example' and 'Another' operations as shown below. 

Example The following TS&12 gives the target set specified by Operation (4) in 
Subsection 4.4. 

TS&12 = {ala EO 1\ TP.l-tPAGE.?-tTEAM.I -tPLAYERS.I-t?*-tPLAYER.?[a]} 
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Wildcards considered in the paper are listed in Figure 18. Given the target data 
shown in Figure 17, TS&12 = {"Johnson", "Thomas", ... , "Larry", ... , "Brian", ... } 
(all players of all teams). Note that the wildcard '?' matches with any label number, 
and that '?*' with any sequence of any nodes ('?*' also matches with the sequence 
whose length is 0). Therefore, all players in the two different kinds of team pages are 
included. 

I Wildcard I What to match with 

Name.? A node with label name Name 
? A node with any label 
?* Any sequence of any nodes (the length can be 0) 

Ftgure 18 WIldcards. 

Derivation of Candidate Predicates Candidate-Prede(o) is determined 
by 'Example' and 'Another' operations. In the derivation process, paths and values 
of objects play important roles. For this purpose, we add annotations to predicates. 
Annotations for Candidate-Prede(o) give information on path(e) and value(e)2. An
notations are surrounded by "(" and ,,),,3. We represent the null sequence as c:. 

For example, specification of TS&12 with annotations is as follows. 

TS&12 = {ala E 0/\ TP.1->PAGE.?(PAGE.1) ->TEAM.1 
->PLAYERS.1->?*(c:) ->PLAYER.?(PLAYER.1)[o(Johnson)]} 

Note that the annotations give information on path(&12) and value(&12). 
In general, Candidate-Prede(o) is derived as follows. 

(1) First, when the user specify that the object e is an example, the default candidate 
predicate p[o(v)] is derived. Here, p is same as path(e) except that its PAGE.i is 
replaced by PAGE.? (PAGE.i), and v is value(e). 

For example, consider Operation (4) in Subsection 4.4. When the user speci
fies the object &12 (with its value "Johnson") as an example, the default candi
date predicate derived is TP.1->PAGE.?(PAGE.1) -> TEAM.1 -> PLAYERS.1-> 
PLAYER. 1 [o(Johnson)]. The predicate defines the default target set explained in 
Subsection 4.1. That is, the set of objects which appear at the same position on 
different pages. 

(2) 'Another' operations modify the candidate predicate to accept the 'Another' ob
jects. As mentioned in Section 4, the system tries to infer the target set the user 
intends according to the example and 'Another' objects. For this purpose, we use 
modification rules as shown in Figure 19. Each rule prescribes how to modify the 
original predicate according to path(e) and path(a), where e and a are the example 
and an 'Another' object, respectively. Note that we can get path(e) from the original 
predicate because it has annotations. In Figure 19, Band C denote label names, 
qi denotes a partial path, and Pi denotes the partial path expression of the original 
predicate which qi conforms to. q: is a partial path that Pi can accept. The basic 
idea behind the rules is to place a wildcard at the position where path( e) and path( a) 
conflict with each other. 

For example, in Operation (4), the user specifies the object &24 (with its value 
"Thomas") as the first 'Another' object. Then, path(a) = TP.1->PAGE.1-> TEAM.1 
->PLAYERS.l->PLAYER.2. We can obtain path(e) = TP.1->PAGE.1 ->TEAM.1-> 
PLAYERS .1-> PLAYER. 1 from the annotated default candidate predicate. The sys
tem finds that the default candidate predicate cannot accept path( a) because PLA YER.1 
in the path expression conflicts with PLAYER.2. In this case, they conflict at their la
bel numbers. Therefore, we can apply Rule 1. Here, PI = TP.1->PAGE.?(PAGE.1)-> 
TEAM.1 ->PLAYERS.1, ql = q~ = TP.1->PAGE.1->TEAM.1 ->PLAYERS.1, and 
P2 = q2 = q; = c:. The modified predicate becomes TP.1->PAGE.?(PAGE.1)->TEAM.1 
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---+ PLAYERS. I---+PLAYER. ?(PLAYER. 1) [o(Johnson)1. Next, the user specifies the 
object &33 (with its value "Larry") as the second 'Another' object. In the similar 
way, we can apply Rule 3 to the modified predicate. This results in the above TS&12. 

I Original Pred I Path(e) I Path(a) II Modified Pred 

Rule 1 PI B.i P2[O{V)] ql B.i q2 q; B.k(# i) q~ PI B.?{B.i) P2[O{V)] 
Rule 2 PI B.i P2[O{V)] ql B.i q2 q; C(# B).k q~ PI ?(B.i) P2[O{V)] 
Rule 3 PI q3 P2[O{V)] ql q3 q2 q~ q4(# q3) q~ PI? * (q3) P2[O{V)] 

Figure 19 Rules for modification of candidate predicates. (Pi, qi and q; can be e.) 

Case 2: If a 'Clue' object d is specified for e with 'Clue' operation, 

TSe = {olo E O/\Candidate-Prede(o)/\3c E O(Clue-Predcl(c)/\SA-Prede,cl(o,c))}, 

where 0 is the set of all the objects in the object tree, Candidate-Prede(o) is the 
candidate predicate which is derived according to the 'Example' and 'Another') op
erations as explained above. The clue predicate Clue-Predcl(c) and S-Association 
Predicate SA-Prede,cl(o, c) are derived from the 'Clue' operation. Clue-Predcl(c) is 
also a predicate incorporating a path expression with wildcards. The difference is that 
it prescribes a condition on value(c). The predicate SA-Prede,cl(o,C) constrains the 
relative position of 0 and c. Intuitively, an object 0 in the target set has to satisfy the 
candidate predicate, and be accompanied by an object c which satisfies the following 
conditions as well. 

• 0 and c have the same structural association (relative position) as the example 
object e and the clue object d. 

• c satisfies the condition specified in the ClueBox. 

Example Operation (8) for the example scenario derives the following target set. 
(It contains annotations, too). 
TS&79 = {ala E 0 /\p->P-NAME.l[o{Johnson)] /\3c E O(p->AVG.l[c > 0.3] /\Sharep(o,c))} 
where P = BS.l->PAGE.?{PAGE.l)->TUPLE.l. 

In the above example, "BS.l---+PAGE.?(PAGE.l)---+TUPLE.l---+AVG.l[c > 0.31" is 
the clue predicate. The predicate holds if and only if path(c) conforms to the path 
expression and value(c) is more than 0.3. SA-Prede,cl(O, c) has the form Sharep(o, c), 
where p is a path expression. SA-Prede,cl(o, c) in the above example is ShareBs.I-> 
PAGE.?->TUPLE.I(O,C). It holds if and only if path(o) and path(c) share the same 
partial path which starts from the root and conforms to the path expression "BS.l---+ 
PAGE.?---+TUPLE.l" 4. (See Figure 20.) Therefore, TS&79 contains only the players 
whose batting average is more than 0.3. Like candidate predicates, clue predicates 
can be tagged with annotations to record path(cl). Thus, we can obtain path(e) 
and path(cl) from annotated candidate and clue predicates. In the above example, 
path(e) = path(&79 (with the value 'Johnson'))=BS.l---+PAGE.l---+ TUPLE.l---+P
NAME.l, and path(cl) = path(&91 (with the value '0.304'))= BS.l---+ PAGE.l---+ 
TUPLE. I---+AVG. 1. 

More formal description of the predicate derivation in the case 2 is given in (Mor
ishima et al., 2000(b)). 

Figure 20 An object set X such that 
('<IoNoj E X)ShareBs.I->PAGE.?->TUPLE.I(Oi,Oj). 
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5.3. TARGET RELATION 
A target relation represents the target sets and the associations among them. 

Definition Assume that there are n target sets without clues (specified by exam-
ples e1, ... en ), m target sets with clues (specified by examples en+l, ... ,en+m and 
clues Cl, ... , cm ), and I associations among them. Then, the target relation is defined 
as follows. 

TR = {(value(ol), ... ,value(on+m» I 
01 EO 1\ Candidate-Predel (01) 
1\ ... 
I\on E 01\ Candidate-Pre den (On) 
I\on+! EO 1\ Candidate-Preden+l (On+1) 1\ 3q E O(Clue-Predcll (q) 

I\SA-Preden+1,cl1 (On+1, q» 
1\ ... 
I\on+m EO 1\ Candidate-Preden+rn (On+m) 1\ 3cm E O(Clue-Predclm. (Cm) 

I\SA-Preden+rn ,cl rn (on+m, cm» 
I\Association-Pred1 (OU1' ObI) 1\ ... 1\ Association-Predt(oUl> ObI »}, 

where Association-Predi is an S-Association predicate or V-Association predicate. As 
explained before, S-Association predicate has the form Sharep(o,o/). V-Association 
predicate has the form 0 ~ 0 ' , and holds if and only if value(o) = value(o/). S
Association predicates are determined by paths of example objects and candidate 
predicates. V-Association predicates are derived from the values of example objects. 
Derivation of the association predicates is given in (Morishima et al., 2000(b)). 

Example The target relation for the example scenario is shown in Expression A. 
(It shows annotations, too.) The superscript number indicates the operation number 
in Subsection 4.4 to which the predicate corresponds. 

{(value(ol), 
... , value(08}}1 01 EO 1\ P1--+PLAYERS.1->?*(c;)--+PLAYER.?(PLAYER.1) [ol(Johnson}](4) 

where 

(';\ (14) 
1\02 EO 1\ PI -> LOGO.1 --+ IMG.1[02(0)] 
1\03 E 01\ P2->NAME.1[03 (Johnson)J(7) 

1\04 E 01\ P2--+PROFILE.1[04(ProjileJ)J(15) 

1\05 E 01\ P3->P-NAME.1[05 (Johnson)J(8) 

1\3c1 E O(P3--+AVG.1[Cl > 0.3J(8) 1\ Sharep3 (05, cJ)(8») 
1\06 EO 1\ P3->AVG.1[06(0.304)J(9) 
1\07 E 01\ P4->BATTER.1[07(Johnson}J(7) 

~ (12) 
1\08 EO 1\ p4--+CONTENT.1[08(~)J 
I\SharePl (01, 02}(14) 1\ Sharep2 (03, 04}(15) 1\ Sharep3 (05, 06}(9) 

I\Share p4 (07, 08}(12) 1\ 01 ~ 0~7) 1\ 01 ~ 0~7) 1\ 01 ~ 0~8)} 

Pl = TP.1--+PAGE.?(PAGE.1}->TEAM.1, 
P2 = PP.1--+PAGE.?(PAGE.1)--+PLAYERINFO.1, 
P3 = BS.1--+PAGE.?(PAGE.1)->TUPLE.1, and 
P4 = VD.1-->PAGE.?(PAGE.1)->TUPLE.1. 

Expression A. Specification of the target relation with annotations. 

Figure 21 shows all the target sets and associations involved in the example sce
nario. Figure 22 shows the target relation based on the target sets and associations. 
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Ex. 
Johnson 
in TP 

Johnson 

Johnson 

Thomas 

Larry 

Larry 

5.4. 

Figure 21 Target sets and associations. 

1;;2" Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. 
CD Johnson ProfileJ Johnson 0.304 in 

in "fp in PP in PP in BS ~ 

CD Johnson ProfileJ Johnson 0.304 

Q:) Johnson ProfileJ Johnson 0.304 

CD Thomas ProfileT Thomas 0.320 

@) Larry ProfileL Larry 0.315 

@) 
Larry ProfileL Larry 0.315 

Fzgure 22 Target relatIOn. 

CREATION OF THE NESTED 
STRUCTURE 

Ex. ~x. 

Johnson I~ll 
in VD inVD 

Johnson [E 

Johnson ~ 
Thomas I*rl 
Larry I~ll 

Larry [iiJ 

Creation of the nested relation reflecting the specified grouping structure is straight
forward. It depends on the position of examples and repetition marks (*) on the 
Canvas. Figure 23 shows the grouping specified on the Canvas shown in Figure 15. 
The nested relation satisfying the requirement is constructed by applying Projection 
and Nest operators (Fischer, 1983)5. In this example, the following expression creates 
the nested relation shown in Figure 24. 

Nest ~ (7r ~ Ii" (TR)) 
V=(=) Johnson,O.304,_=_· ,~,PTofileJ 

Figure 25 shows the result of mapping the nested relation into the Web structure 
consisting of the index HTML page and SMIL pages. Figure 4 corresponds to the 
result SMIL page for Johnson. 

V 

.. d~ro"" 
Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. 
Johnson 0.304 [B 0) ProfileJ 
in TP in BS in VD in'T'P in PP 

Johnson 0.304 
[B 0) ProfileJ 
lis=! 

Thomas 0.320 [kJ 0) ProfileT 

I*JlI Larry 0.315 rm @) ProfileL 
t.m 

Figure 23 Grouping specification. 

Figure 24 Result nested relation. 
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_. • - - Sequential Rendering of 

• Johnson 0.304---r--;:::.----., I *JlI and I-Jd 
• Thomas 0.320-rr----..-----i I===:::!:=:====l. _ - Sequential Rendering of 

~and~ 
• Larry 0.315 T-----_ h=-..-----I 

@ ProfileL 

Figure 25 The result of data operation. 

6. RELATED WORK 
To the best of our knowledge, the visual user interface proposed in this paper is the 

first one that attains seamless integration of authoring, querying, and restructuring 
of data for multimedia view construction. However, there are several systems which 
support users in specifying presentation of the set-at-a-time data manipulation result. 
DelaunayMM(Cruz et al., 1998) provides a visual user interface where the user can 
drag and drop graphical icons. The icons are used to represent the multimedia data 
objects that are the result of queries from different information sources. However, the 
user has to enter SQL-like queries in a visual format. In particular, it uses WebSQL 
(Mendelzon et al., 1996) as the target language for Web queries. RBE (Kishnamurthy 
et al., 1995) also allows users to drag and drop various GUI widgets for the purpose of 
rendering data stored in a database. In RBE, explicit utilization of domain variables is 
required to specify how to connect data in the database to the widgets. Moreover, the 
source data of rendering in RBE is assumed to be well-structured data. (In fact, the 
source data in (Kishnamurthy et al., 1995) is a single relation.) Tiramisu (Anderson 
et al., 1999) is a web-site management system where presentation of the synthesized 
Web pages can be specified with authoring tools such as FrontPage. (They refer to this 
specification process as implementation.) In Tiramisu, querying and restructuring of 
the underlying data have to be done with the site schema, quite a different operational 
flamework from that for implementation tools. The basic idea underlying Tiramisu 
is that logical design of a web-site should be independent of its presentation. But we 
believe that the idea does not necessarily imply that the operational flameworks for 
logical design and presentation design have to be different. SuperSQL (Toyama, 1998) 
and SQL+D (Baral, 1998) are query languages which integrate display specification 
into SQL queries. They provide no means to represent queries visually. 

There are a number of authoring tools for HTML and SMIL pages. Basic design 
of our visual user interface has been influenced by DreamWeaver (Macromedia, Inc), 
where various data objects can be arranged by drag-and-drop operations. FrontPage 
(Microsoft Corp.) allows users to incorporate SQL queries into special documents 
named ASP. But it has no concept of "Example" for the set-at-a-time manipulation. 
Also, there are some SMIL authoring tools such as RealProducer G2 Authoring Tool 
(ReaINetworks, Inc.). As far as we know, there is no SMIL authoring tool which 
provides querying facilities. 

The concept of "Example" was first introduced in QBE (Zloof, 1977). QBE was de
signed for relational databases where data has flat structure. Construction of nesting 
structures is supported by languages such as STBE (Ozsoyoglu, 1989) and RBE (Kish
namurthy et al., 1995). They all assume that data has explicit and regular structure, 
which is not guaranteed in the context of semistructured data. Recently, several visual 
query languages for semistructured data have been proposed. DataGuide (Goldman 
et al., 1997) gives an abstract specification of semistructured data. It can be used 
as a query language with examples. HQBE (Kitagawa et al., 2000) (Morishima et al., 
1999(a)) can construct various views over the Web, RDBs, and structured documents. 
Also, there are a number of graphical query languages for various information systems 
(Chavda et al., 1997) (Kuntz et al., 1989), some of which support query formulation 
with drag-and-drop. All these languages request the user to specify queries according 
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to some metadata such as database schema. In contrast to this, our framework infers 
queries from instance-based example operations. In this sense, our approach is similar 
to the query by example approach in the information retrieval context (Flickner et 
al., 1995) (Ishikawa et al., 1998). The difference is that our flamework has to infer 
the intended data operation rather than distance-based (similarity-based) queries. 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a visual user interface which amalgamates author

ing, querying, and restructuring functions in construction of multimedia Web views. 
By introducing the concept of designating existing data objects as examples into the 
drag-and-drop-based operational framework, the interface allows the user to seam
lessly integrate object-at-a-time and set-at-a-time operations. The proposed scheme 
can also cope with semistructured data which often appears in the context of mul
timedia Web view construction. The interface allows the binding of examples to be 
decided dynamically according to the user's interaction. We have provided the formal 
semantics of the data operation through the interface. 

A prototype system to implement the proposed scheme is under construction. 
Experimental evaluation of the interface is an important future research issue. We 
believe that in the context of Info Weaver the interface is far more user friendly than 
the existing interface, but we have to verify this by quantitative analyses. Also, it 
is important to clarify rules which meet the user's intention in practical situations. 
Another important research issue is analysis of the expressive power of the framework 
based on the formal semantics; These issues will be discussed in forthcoming papers. 
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Notes 
1. The <g/> is called an empty-element tag. It is semantically equivalent to <g></g>. 
2. value(e) is used to derive V-Association. We explain details in (Morishima et al., 

2000(b)). 
3. The annotations are used only in the derivation process. They are removed after the 

derivation process is completed. 
4. In query languages for semistructured data such as Lorel (Abiteboul et al., 1997), path 

variables are used to represent this association. For example, A.1-->B.?-->C[Ol]/\ A.1-->B.? 
-->D[02 > 3]/\ShareA.l->B.?(Ol, 02) would be translated into A.1-->B.?{Rd -->C[Ol]/\ A.1-->B.? 
{R2} -->D[02 > 3]/\Rl = R2 where Rl and R2 are path variables. However, in this paper, we 
adopt the former style in order to clearly separate the predicates. 

5. If multiple repetition marks appear at the same hierarchy level, the order of applying 
Nest operators must be specified by the user, since Nest operators are not commutative. 
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